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Abstract
According to the communicative efficiency hypothesis, speakers should produce more linguistic
material when comprehension difficulty increases. Here, we investigate a potential source of
comprehension difficulty – listeners’ language proficiency – on speakers’ productions, using
referential choice as a case study. Referential choice is influenced by communicative efficiency:
pronouns are used less than full noun phrases (NPs) for less predictable referents (Tily &
Piantadosi, 2009). However, the extent to which it is influenced by the listener is debated. Here,
we compare participants’ descriptions of the same picture book to children, adult L2 learners and
adult native speakers. We find that speakers use more full NPs when their interlocutors are
learners – child and adult learners alike, illustrating an effect of listeners’ proficiency (regardless
of age) on production choices. Importantly, the increased use of full NPs relative to pronouns is
found controlling for discourse-related differences (e.g., previous mention), suggesting a direct
relation between listeners’ perceived language proficiency and referential choice.
Keywords: reference, efficient communication, redundancy, child-directed speech,
foreigner-directed speech
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Speakers use more redundant references with language learners: Evidence for
communicatively-efficient referential choice
It has long been argued that language use is governed by principles of efficient
communication (Jaeger & Buz, 2017; Pate & Goldwater, 2015; Piantadosi et al., 2011a; Zipf, 1949).
Research on language production has investigated how speakers balance the opposing pressures
of minimizing production effort on the one hand and maximizing understandability on the other
hand. If speakers efficiently trade off these pressures, they should reduce effort when possible,
such that more predictable elements will be described with less linguistic material1 (Aylett & Turk,
2004; Levy & Jaeger, 2007; Pate & Goldwater, 2015; Zipf, 1949). Indeed, a growing body of
evidence shows that speakers’ productions adhere to this principle: more predictable elements
are more likely to be reduced or omitted (Aylett & Turk, 2004; Cohen Priva, 2015; Frank & Jaeger,
2008; Jaeger, 2010; Kravtchenko, 2014; Kurumada & Jaeger, 2015; Levy & Jaeger, 2007;
Mahowald, Fedorenko, Piantadosi, & Gibson, 2013; Pate & Goldwater, 2015; Piantadosi et al.,
2011; Tily & Piantadosi, 2009). For example, English speakers are more likely to produce the
optional complementizer that (e.g., I confirmed (that) I like her), when the complement clause is
less predictable given the preceding verb (as is the case with confirmed). In other words, when
possible, speakers use fewer or shorter elements to convey a more predictable message. This
tendency was identified and described by Zipf (1949) as the Principle of Least Effort and by Grice
(1975) as the Maxim of Clarity. In information-theoretic terms, speakers aim to minimize
redundancy in their productions: they omit or reduce linguistic material when that is possible
without changing the message.

Throughout this paper, in line with the common terminology in the literature (Gibson et al., 2019),
we operationalize minimizing redundancy as using less linguistic material. Note that definition does not
necessarily capture acoustic redundancy.
1
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Importantly, speakers are not always predicted to avoid redundancy. According to the
communicative efficiency hypothesis, increasing redundancy can be efficient if it helps prevent
communication failures. In particular, speakers should produce ‘costlier’ signals (i.e., containing
more linguistic material) when understandability is at risk. Theoretically, different factors can
undermine understandability (see discussion in Pate & Goldwater, 2015): predictability of the
linguistic message itself, properties of the environment (e.g., noisy vs. quiet), and comprehension
difficulties of the listener. Many existing studies demonstrate the impact of the first two factors
on increased redundancy. Speakers tend to use more linguistic material when the conveyed
meaning is unpredictable in context (Aylett & Turk, 2004; Kurumada & Jaeger, 2015; Levy &
Jaeger, 2007; Mahowald et al., 2013). For example, less predictable elements tend to be
articulated more slowly than more predictable elements (e.g., nine is produced faster as part of
the proverb a stitch in time saves nine than in the sentence the number you will hear is nine,
Lieberman, 1963). Additionally, various studies document the impact of the environment on
redundancy. For example, talkers provide more acoustic information in the presence of
background noise (Lombard, 1911; Summers, Pisoni, Bernacki, Pedlow, & Stokes, Michael, 1988;
Zhao & Jurafsky, 2009).
However, the impact of listeners’ comprehension difficulty on increased redundancy has
received less attention. There is ample evidence that speakers are aware of their interlocutors’
knowledge and general characteristics and that they modify their speech accordingly – a
phenomenon known as audience design (Ariel, 1990; Arnold, 2008; Brennan & Hanna, 2009;
Chafe, 1994; Clark & Murphy, 1983; Heller et al., 2012; Isaacs & Clark, 1987; Lockridge &
Brennan, 2002). From the perspective of communicative efficiency, this modification should lead
speakers to increase redundancy when their interlocutors seem to have comprehension difficulty.
In line with this reasoning, several studies demonstrate that speakers use more linguistic material
in response to local instances of comprehension difficulty (Buz et al., 2016; Lockridge & Brennan,
2002; Roche et al., 2013). For example, speakers tend to use longer pronunciations when their
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listeners are inattentive (Rosa et al., 2015). Importantly, speakers modify their speech not only on
the basis of local indications of misunderstandings, but also based on global estimations of their
interlocutors’ knowledge state (Arnold, 2008; Bannon et al., 2020; Isaacs & Clark, 1987; Loy &
Smith, 2020). For instance, speakers are more likely to adopt the syntactic structures used by
interlocutors with lower language proficiency than ones with higher language proficiency (Loy &
Smith, 2020). These studies show that global interlocutor properties can impact speakers’
production choices (e.g., the choice between one construction and another), but do not directly
test the impact of perceived listener proficiency on increasing redundancy.
One way to explore this issue is by looking at the difference between child-directed speech
(CDS) – which is inherently directed to lower proficiency learners – and adult-directed speech
(ADS). Comparing redundancy between CDS and ADS can shed light on the impact of listeners’
perceived proficiency on speakers’ increased linguistic material. Several recent studies, mostly in
the domain of phonetics, document such differences (Pate & Goldwater, 2015; Tippenhauer et al.,
2020; Uther et al., 2007). For example, adults reduce the phonetic duration of more predictable
words to a smaller extent when talking to infants compared to adults (Pate & Goldwater, 2015;
Tippenhauer et al., 2020). Additionally, a recent study has tested the impact of the interlocutor
on increased redundancy by looking at infant-directed speech (IDS) developmentally (Tal et al.,
2021): if speakers modify redundancy depending on proficiency, then they should speak less
redundantly with older (and more proficient) children. Using a global measure of redundancy that
captures the average degree of word and multiword repetitions, Tal et al. (2021) found that IDS
becomes less redundant as infants grow older, suggesting that speakers use more linguistic
material when conversing with interlocutors in earlier stages of learning.
Taken together, these studies are consistent with the prediction that listeners’ apparent
language proficiency will impact the redundancy in speakers’ productions. However, they leave
several questions unanswered. The first is whether the modification in redundancy in response to
listener proficiency applies across different levels of linguistic analysis. Current findings focus on
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the articulatory domain (Pate & Goldwater, 2015; Tippenhauer et al., 2020; Uther et al., 2007) or
on global estimates of redundancy (Tal et al., 2021). If listeners’ language proficiency impacts
redundancy broadly, this should be evident also in other language domains, including in the
domains of morphology, syntax, and discourse, which are affected by communicative efficiency
(Aylett & Turk, 2004; A. F. Frank & Jaeger, 2008; Kravtchenko, 2014; Kurumada & Jaeger, 2015;
Levy & Jaeger, 2007; Mahowald et al., 2013; Tily & Piantadosi, 2009). The second question is
whether the increase in redundancy is unique to conversing with child learners, or whether it will
also be found when conversing with less proficient adult learners. Existing findings mainly look
at speech directed to child learners, who differ from adults not only in their language proficiency,
but also in other cognitive abilities. Differences in redundancy between speech directed to
younger infants and speech directed to older children and adults could therefore reflect
adaptation to young children's unique cognitive and communicative needs (Fernald & Simon,
1984; Werker et al., 1994), rather than to their lower language proficiency.
If, however, increased redundancy is strictly driven by listeners’ language proficiency, then
this tendency should also be found in speech directed to adult learners. In line with this reasoning,
speech directed to adult learners – often called foreigner-directed speech – is regarded as a special
register with unique characteristics (Ferguson, 1975; Long, 1983; Wooldridge, 2001). Foreignerdirected speech has several characteristics in common with CDS which could make it more
redundant than adult-to-adult speech. Among other properties, it is characterized by having a
slower speech rate (Rodriguez-Cuadrado et al., 2017), simpler sentences (Long, 1983) and more
repetitions (Ramamurti, 1980; Wooldridge, 2001). Another piece of evidence for redundancy in
speech directed to non-native speakers comes from comparing the amount of words used by
native speakers as opposed to non-native speakers in a conversation (Bortfeld & Brennan, 1997).
When looking at the collaborative amount of words used by dyads of native and non-native
speakers, native speakers produce higher portion of words compared to non-native speakers.
Bortfeld and Brennan (1997) suggest this may reflect native speakers’ attempt to ease the burden
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placed on non-native speakers by uttering more words themselves, in order to facilitate successful
communication. On the other hand, speakers may not increase the redundancy in their speech, or
do so to a lesser degree, when talking to adult learners: despite being learners, adult learners have
similar cognitive capacities to those of adult native speakers, and might be perceived as more
competent, in spite of their low proficiency level in the language in question. Speakers might
therefore rank understandability higher than production effort only when conversing with child
learners.
Here, we test the impact of conversing with non-proficient listeners, children or adults, on
the redundancy in speakers’ productions. If speakers modify the trade-off between
understandability and effort on the basis of the perceived difficulty of their interlocutors, then
speech directed to any type of learner should be more redundant compared to that directed to a
proficient listener. Alternatively, if speakers modify this trade-off only when speaking to child
learners, then we should see increased redundancy in speech directed to child learners, but not
(or less so) in speech directed to adult learners. We test this using referential choice (the choice
between pronouns and longer referents) as a case study since this is a domain where the impact
of the listener is heavily debated. We find that speakers use more redundant referents when
talking to both child and adult learners compared to proficient speakers.
Referring expressions
Speakers have multiple ways to refer to entities in the world. For example, when referring
to the same individual, they can use a full noun phrase (NP) such as “The Vice President”, a proper
name, such as “Kamala Harris”, or a pronoun, such as “she”. Unlike full NPs and proper names,
pronouns are underspecified and have the potential to be more ambiguous. This raises the
question of why and under what circumstances they are preferred (Arnold & Zerkle, 2019). One
advantage of pronouns is that they are shorter than full NPs (Arnold & Zerkle, 2019; Tily &
Piantadosi, 2009) and possibly easier to produce (Van der Meulen et al., 2001; Vogels et al., 2015,
though see Arnold & Zerkle, 2019). Pronouns can therefore convey the same (or a very similar)
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message using less linguistic material (Tily & Piantadosi, 2009). From the perspective of
communicative efficiency, pronouns should be used less when understandability is at risk. This
prediction is supported by several lines of evidence. Tily and Piantadosi (2009) had participants
read fragments of texts, and guess which referent would be mentioned next. Participants’ guesses
were taken as estimates of the predictability of the referent and compared to the actual referent
used in the text. In line with the communicative efficiency prediction, pronouns were found less
when it was harder to guess the referent. In other words, pronouns were used less for less
predictable referents (Tily & Piantadosi, 2009). This tendency was also replicated in a
computational model of reference (Orita et al., 2015).
That said, there is also competing evidence that speakers’ pronoun production remains
unaffected by predictability of the referent, and is instead driven primarily by the status of the
referent as the discourse topic (Rohde & Kehler, 2014, see also Givón, 1983; Grosz, Joshi, &
Weinstein, 1995; Lambrecht, 1994). For example, Rohde and Kehler find that the rate of
pronominalization increases when the referent is more topical, but does not vary when the
referent is more likely to be re-mentioned and therefore more predictable (though see Rosa &
Arnold, 2017). One reason for this may be that estimating topichood is something that a speaker
can assess within their own model of the discourse, whereas estimating who the listener predicts
for next mention requires a more computationally challenging listener-oriented perspective.
Another piece of evidence suggesting that pronoun production is sensitive to speaker-oriented
pressures comes from results showing that speakers produce fewer pronouns when the discourse
contains multiple referents, even in discourse contexts where the use of a pronoun would be
unambiguous to a listener (Arnold & Griffin, 2007).
Taken together, the findings paint a mixed picture regarding the extent to which speakers’
pronoun use is influenced by properties of the listener. Then again, referential choice has been
shown to be influenced by one type of listener difficulty – lack of shared knowledge. Bard and
Aylett (2004) analyzed speakers’ referring expressions for landmarks, elicited using the Map Task
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(Bard et al., 2000). In this task, players describe routes between landmarks to each other: while
some landmarks appear in both maps, others do not. Bard and Aylett (2004) found that
referential choice was influenced by shared knowledge: when listeners and speakers did have a
shared prior experience with the map, or when landmarks did not appear on both players’ maps,
speakers were less likely to use pronouns. These findings indicate that speakers are less likely to
use pronouns when there are local risks to understandability.
Here, we investigate the impact of the listener's overall perceived difficulty on referential
choice. We test this for both child learners and adult learners. There is some evidence to support
the idea that speakers use more redundant references when conversing with both types of
learners. First, one of the unique properties of IDS is a phenomenon known as “mommy deixis”
(Durkin et al., 1982; Hyams, 2008), where caregivers substitute first and second pronouns with
names and full NPs (e.g., “you want mummy to put back”, Durkin et al., 1982). This pattern is
typically reserved for pronouns referring to the speaker, though it is not clear how wide-spread it
is in IDS. Additional suggestive evidence come from caregivers’ tendency to repeat full lexical
forms when talking to young children (e.g., Where are your toes? Show me your toes. Come and
show me your toes, Tal & Arnon, 2018; Waterfall, 2006, see also Bortfeld & Morgan, 2010). There
is also some evidence for pronouns being dispreferred in conversations with adult learners. A
recent study investigated speakers’ adaptation to the referring expressions used by native and
non-native interlocutors. This study found a priming effect for referential choice (participants
were more likely to produce full NPs following a full NP prime compared to a pronoun prime) and
a trend – though not a significant one – suggesting speakers might produce more full NPs when
conversing with non-native speakers than with native speakers (Loy et al., 2020).
The current study
We test the impact of the listeners’ proficiency – both child and adult learners – on
speakers’ use of pronouns vs. longer referring expressions (full NPs and names) in describing the
same picture book in Hebrew. To investigate the impact of child learners, we look at CDS
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developmentally, treating younger children as less proficient than older ones (Tal et al., 2021).
While there are studies looking at referential choice in CDS (Allen et al., 2015; Bortfeld & Morgan,
2010; Hughes & Allen, 2013, 2015; Rohde & Frank, 2014), the current study is the first to ask how
care-givers’ referential choices change as a function of children’s age in the same conversational
setting (i.e. while conversing about similar topics). To investigate the impact of adult learners, we
compare speech directed to native speakers and speech directed to non-native speakers. We ask
(a) whether speakers increase redundancy when talking to less proficient speakers, and (b)
whether they do so when conversing with both child and adult learners. In Study 1 we investigate
parents’ referential choices when telling a story to child learners between the ages of 1-6 years. If
speakers’ choices are influenced by listener proficiency, then parents should be less likely to use
pronouns (as opposed to longer referents) when their children are younger. In Study 2, we
investigate speakers’ referential choices when telling the same story to adult learners and adult
native-speakers. If speech to less proficient speakers in general is more redundant, then speakers
should be also less likely to use pronouns (as opposed to longer referents) when their interlocutors
are non-native speakers. Finally, if referential choice is not significantly influenced by listeners’
proficiency level, then referential choice should not be influenced by either type of learner. We
use book reading since it is a natural activity (compared with experimentally-defined referential
tasks). More importantly, unlike naturalistic speech, book reading allows us for control over
changes in topics of conversation.
As alluded to earlier, referential choice is influenced by a variety of factors. For example,
pronouns are preferred for discourse-old referents (Chafe, 1976; in CDS: Guerriero et al., 2006;
Hughes & Allen, 2015), second and subsequent mentions (Ariel, 1990; Gundel, Hedberg, &
Zacharski, 1993; in CDS: Rohde & Frank, 2014), subjects (Brennan, 1995) and animate referents
(Fukumura & Van Gompel, 2011). Pronouns are dispreferred in the presence of a referential
competitor in the preceding linguistic context (Arnold & Griffin, 2007) and visual context
(Fukumura et al., 2010), and when there is similarity between discourse entities (Fukumura et al.,
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2011). In the present study, in order to investigate the impact of the interlocutor on speakers’
referential choice, we aimed to reduce the impact of discourse-related factors. To do so, we created
a novel corpus in which all participants described the same picture book to different types of
interlocutors (adult native speakers, adult L2 learners, children ages 1-6 years old). Having
participants tell addressees the same story keeps the visual and the narrative constant, and
arguably reduces differences in all the above-mentioned factors. Importantly, we also controlled
for local discourse status of the referents by annotating whether they appeared in the previous
clause and in what syntactic role (subject vs. non-subject).
Data availability
The data and analysis code for this study are openly available for download on OSF
(DOI https://osf.io/zjrsm/).
Study 1 – child-learner study
Method
Participants
27 parents and children participated in the study (children's age range: 1;4- 5;6y, mean
age: 3;2y, 15 boys and 13 girls). There were 28 children since one of the parents read the story to
her twins: age 2;6, both girls). One dyad of parent and child was excluded from further analysis
since they stopped the experiment mid-way. All children and parents were visitors at the
Bloomfield Science Museum in Jerusalem. They were recruited for this study as part of their visit
to the Israeli Living Lab in exchange for a small reward. Parental consent was obtained for all
children. All children and parents were native Hebrew speakers, the language the study was
conducted in.
Materials
The picture book we used was Frog, where are you? (Mayer, 1969). The book tells the
story of a boy and his dog who are searching for their missing pet frog, and encounter various
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animals during their quest. This book has been used extensively in cross-linguistic and
developmental work (Berman, 1988; Berman & Slobin, 1994; Miller et al., 2006).
Procedure
The procedure was modeled after Berman (1988), with slight adaptations. Parents were
told they were about to participate in a study designed to investigate storytelling. They were
instructed to go over the whole book by themselves, and then tell the story to their children. It was
emphasized that the storytelling would take place with the book, so there was no need to memorize
the story. After they finished looking through the whole book, the parents and children were
escorted to a private section in the Living Lab, and were seated in front of a table with the book
on it. Parents were instructed to tell the story as naturally as possible, with the exception of trying
not to ask the child any questions. Interactions were audio- and video-recorded. Parents wore a
clip-on Shure microphone (BLX14E/CVL) that was wirelessly connected to a Panasonic HC-V76
full HD camcorder. The camera was aimed at the parents’ and children's hands and at the book
(which was positioned in a fixed place). Once the parent and the child were ready, the
experimenter started filming and recording and left the child and parent to themselves. The
parent was instructed to call the experimenter once the story was finished.
Transcription and coding of dependent variables
The films were transcribed by trained research assistants. Our variable of interest was the
reference type used for two main characters – the boy and the dog. We focused on these characters
since the rest of the characters (except for the frog, which we elaborate on next) were only
mentioned a handful of times. We excluded references for the frog character since they often
appeared as part of a quote, as in cases where the boy and the dog were calling out for it (often
repeating the name of the book by calling “Frog, where are you?”). These are not circumstances
where pronouns are appropriate, and therefore are not suitable for our question. For our analysis,
we extracted all mentions of the boy and the dog where a parent used a pronoun, full NP, or name
(some parents invented names for the different characters). Pronouns were extracted manually
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by research assistants, whereas full NPs (including names) were extracted from the transcriptions
automatically (research assistants coded once the names chosen by participants, based on which
all name referents were automatically extracted). Plural references (e.g., they or “the boy and the
dog”, referring to both characters) were counted once, as referring to a boy&dog referent. Plural
references that referred to either the boy or the dog alongside other characters (e.g., “the boy and
the deer”) were not included in the analysis (N=5). First and second person pronouns (e.g., I,
you), as well as references that were used as part of quotes were excluded from analysis (N=54),
since they cannot be replaced with full NPs (if a speaker adopts the perspective of one of the
characters by referring to it as I, full NPs like “the dog” are not possible alternatives). Genitive
pronouns (e.g., his) were also excluded from analysis (N=61), since these pronouns were often
part of other references (e.g., he looked for his frog all over the room). Similarly, genitive noun
phrases (e.g., the child’s frog) were also excluded from analysis (N=7). In addition, instances
where a noun and a name appeared together as one reference (e.g., Max the dog) were counted
only once. Eventually, there were 829 pronoun references and 564 longer references (full NPs and
names).
For each participant, we looked at all the references used to refer to the two main
characters. If speakers adapt the redundancy in their speech to their interlocutors’ language level,
then they should use fewer NPs and more pronouns with older addressees. Importantly, as already
mentioned, referential choice is strongly affected by discourse status (Chafe, 1976; Guerriero et
al., 2006; Hughes & Allen, 2015; Rosa & Arnold, 2017). Specifically, referents mentioned in the
previous clause – and in particular in the subject position of a previous clause – are more likely
to be pronominalized (Arnold, 2010; Gundel et al., 1993). This means that any impact of
addressee’s proficiency on referential choice could reflect an underlying difference in discourse
strategies in speech directed to children of different ages. For example, parents of younger
children might move between the description of different characters (e.g., Look at this dog. And
here is the frog. The dog seems happy) whereas parents of older children might describe
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characters in a more sequential fashion (e.g., Look at this dog. The dog seems happy. And here is
the frog). Such different discourse structures are predicted to yield differences in referential
choice (regardless of proficiency), and may result in an indirect effect of proficiency where the
listener’s proficiency level impacts referential choice through the use of different discourse
strategies2. To control for this possibility, we coded each mention of the two characters for its
“previous mention status”: (a) whether it was mentioned by either speaker in the previous clause,
and (b) if so, whether it was the subject of the previous clause or not. The coding was done
manually by the first author, who is a native speaker of Hebrew. Clauses were defined as a
combination of a predicate (full verb or nonverbal predicate) and its arguments, plus modifiers
(Velupillai, 2012, p. 229). Cases where the referent did appear in the final clause, were coded for
whether the character appeared in the subject position or not. Five references were excluded from
this analysis since it was not possible to determine their previous mention status. See Table 1 for
examples of clauses. The full annotated data is available at https://osf.io/zjrsm/.
Importantly, the correct way to treat plural references with respect to their previous
mention status is not straightforward. For example, plural references referring to two characters
can have a previous mention of only one of the characters, as in Example 1A. Similarly, singular
references, referring to just one character, can have a previous mention in a plural form, referring
to both that character and an additional one, as in 1B. Finally, plural references for which both
characters were mentioned in the previous clause can also vary: the previous mention can be a
plural reference where both characters are referred to using the same reference, as in 1C, or can
be made with two separate singular reference, as in 1D.

We would like to thank an anonymous reviewer for raising this possibility and suggesting how we can
explore it.
2
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1. Example sentences for previous mentions. References in question are underlined.
A. The boy woke up. The boy and his dog went out.
B. The boy and the dog were sad. The boy went outside.
C. The boy and the dog woke up. They couldn’t find the frog.
D. The boy hugged the dog. They started looking for the frog.

Importantly, speakers can interpret a composite of references as one given set, even when
mentioned separately, as in 1D (Brown-Schmidt et al., 2005). To account for these different
possibilities, we adopted two coding schemes for previous mentions. The first coding scheme,
henceforth, “two-level coding”, classified references as given or new. If a referent was mentioned
in a previous clause, regardless of whether it was mentioned in the same or different NP in the
previous clause, it was considered as given. For example, “they” in both 1C and 1D above would
be considered as given. In all other cases the reference was classified as “new”. Plural references
for which only one of the referents was mentioned in a previous clause, as in 1A, were considered
as “new”.
The second coding scheme, which we call “three-level coding”, classified references for
whether they were mentioned in a previous clause in the subject position, in a non-subject
position, or not mentioned at all. Under this coding scheme, plural references were only classified
as mentioned in a previous clause if they appeared in the same position. For example, under this
coding scheme “they” in 1C would be considered as mentioned in a previous clause in a subject
position, but in 1D it would be considered as not mentioned at all. Thus, this coding scheme differs
from the previous one in two respects: 1. Not treating alike plural references whose previous
mention was in the same vs. different noun phrase, 2. Having three levels of “givenness”:
mentioned in subject position, mentioned in a non-subject position, and not mentioned. Note that
in both of these coding schemes, singular references that have a previous mention as plurals (as
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in 1A) are classified as having no previous mention. As we note below (see footnote 3), the effects
reported in both coding schemes still hold even if these references are classified as given.
Results
Figure 1 shows the proportion of using a full NP (rather than a pronoun) as a function of
age and of previous mention status following the three-level coding scheme (i.e., whether the
reference was mentioned in the previous clause, and if so, at what syntactic position). We used
mixed-effect logistic regression models to examine the effect the addressee’s age on participants'
referential choice (here and in all subsequent models, we used the lme4 package in R software,
Bates, Mächler, Bolker, & Walker, 2015, and the maximum random effect structure justified by
the data that converged, Barr, Levy, Scheepers, & Tily, 2013). We used two models to investigate
our two previous mention coding schemes. The first model had reference type (full NP vs.
pronoun) as a dependent variable and the following fixed effects: age (in months, mean-centered),
previous mention status according to the two-level coding scheme (new vs. given; sum coded),
character (boy, or dog or boy&dog; sum coded), and interaction of age with previous mention
status. In addition, the model included random intercepts for participants and by-participant
random slopes for previous mention status (see Table 2 for the full model). As predicted, we found
a significant effect of age on reference type: the use of longer NPs (rather than pronouns)
decreased with the child's age, indicating that parents use less redundant references with older
children (β=-0.02, SE=0.01, p=0.02). Additionally, we found an effect of pre-mention status: in
line with previous work on discourse status (Arnold, 2010; Gundel et al., 1993), references were
more likely to be full NPs when they were not mentioned in the previous clause (β=0.83, SE=0.09,
p<0.001). We also found an effect of character type, indicating an effect of plurality: the boy&dog
entity was less likely to be referred to using a full NP. This finding may reflect the properties of
the story: the child and the dog character look for the frog together throughout most of the story,
going through a sequence of activities they both participate in. They therefore tend to be
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mentioned in plurality in subsequent clauses, making them more likely to appear in a pronoun
form (Arnold, 2010; Gundel et al., 1993).
We used a second model to test the impact of our three-level coding scheme for previous
mentions. The model had reference type (full NP vs. pronoun) as a dependent variable and the
following fixed effects: age (in months, mean-centered), previous mention status according to the
three-level coding scheme (previously mentioned as subject, previously mentioned not as subject,
and not previously mentioned; sum coded), interaction of age with previous mention status, and
character (boy, dog or boy&dog; sum coded). The model additionally included random intercepts
for participants (see Table 3 for the full model). Again, in line with our predictions, we found a
significant effect of age on reference type: parents tended to use more pronoun (and less longer
NPs) with older children (β=-0.02, SE=0.01, p=0.04). We found an effect of pre-mention status
also in the three-level coding scheme: references were less likely to be full NPs when they were
mentioned as subjects in the previous clause (β=-0.92, SE=0.11, p<0.001). This is in line with
previous studies showing that references that are previously mentioned in the subject position are
most likely to be pronouns (Arnold, 2010; Gundel et al., 1993). We again found an effect of
character type, such that boy&dog entity was less likely to be referred to using a full NP (β=-1.458,
SE=0.13, p<0.001). Finally, we found an interaction between age and previous mention status,
such that the effect of age on referential choice was least strong when the reference had a previous
mention as a subject. In other words, the tendency to use pronouns after a previously mention
subject was relatively similar when telling the story to children of different ages. The effect of the
child’s age was stronger when the reference was mentioned in a non-subject position and when it
was not mentioned at all.
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Taken together, these results3 suggest that on top of other factors impacting referential
choice, such as previous mentions, parents use more redundant references when talking to
younger children.
Discussion
In line with our predictions, we found a decrease in parents’ usage of full NPs with
children’s age, suggesting that parents use more redundant references (full NPs or names) when
talking to younger children. Importantly, this effect was found even when the impact of previous
mention status on referential choice was controlled for (operationalized in two different ways).
These findings suggest that speakers are sensitive to the proficiency level of their interlocutors,
and increase redundancy with less proficient interlocutors, in line with the communicative
efficiency hypothesis (Buz et al., 2016; Jaeger & Buz, 2017; Pate & Goldwater, 2015) and previous
developmental findings (Tal et al., 2021). Importantly, however, this study does not measure the
effect of language proficiency directly. Rather, age serves as a proxy for proficiency. If indeed the
listener's language proficiency impacts the redundancy in speech, then the effect of proficiency
should be found regardless of age. Specifically, similar changes in redundancy should be found in
speech directed to adult learners. To test this, we conducted Study 2, using the same procedure
as Study 1, but now instead of looking at the way parents use referring expressions with their
children, we investigated referring expressions of proficient adult speakers telling the story to
either other proficient adult speakers, or to adult non-native speakers. If speech directed to nonproficient speakers is more redundant, then speakers should use more full NPs (and fewer
pronouns) when their interlocutors are non-native speakers.

3 Recall that in both coding schemes, singular references that have a previous mention as plurals are
classified as having no previous mention. The effects reported in both coding schemes remain significant
even when these references are classified as given (or given in a specific slot, as in the second coding
scheme).
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Study 2 - adult-learner study
Study 2 set out to investigate the impact of the listener's language proficiency on speakers’
referential choice, when both the speaker and the listener are adults. We can contrast two different
predictions. On the one hand, if the impact of the interlocutor on redundancy is strictly related to
perceived language proficiency, then speech directed to adult learners should contain more
redundancy than speech directed to adult proficient speakers. On the other hand, the adaptation
seen for child learners might not stem from language proficiency per se, but rather from speakers’
perception of children’s more general cognitive development. If this is the case, then we should
not find similar changes in speech directed to adult language learners.
Method
In this study two adults participated in the interaction. One of the adults was a naive
participant, the other was presented as another participant, but was in fact a confederate. There
were two types of confederates: one group of participants interacted with a native speaker of
Hebrew (the language of the participants), and another group of participants interacted with a
non-proficient Hebrew speaker (see details below). Confederate paradigms are common practice
in studies of foreigner-directed speech and the impact of non-native speakers (Loy et al., 2020;
Loy & Smith, 2020; Rodriguez-Cuadrado et al., 2017).
Participants
Fifty-eight students at the Hebrew University (34 females and 24 males) participated in
the study for course credit or payment. Subjects were all native Hebrew speakers. Subjects were
assigned to one of two conditions: interacting with a confederate who is a learner (28
participants), and interaction with a confederate who is a native speaker (30 participants). Four
participants were excluded from analysis for the following reasons. One participant used the same
name for the boy and the dog in the story, making it impossible to decipher the correct referents
(not only automatically but also manually); one participant decided, in contrast to the guidelines,
to tell the listener the story without the picture book; two participants mentioned the dog only at
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the beginning, but then ignored its actions for the rest of the story. These exclusions left 54
participants (25 in the learner condition, 29 in the proficient speaker condition).
The learner confederate was a native English speaker, a beginner learner of Hebrew (the
participants’ language), with a noticeable accent. The proficient-speaker confederate was a native
Hebrew speaker. Both confederates were males in their early twenties.
Materials
Same as Study 1.
Procedure
As in Study 1, participants were told they were about to participate in a study designed to
investigate storytelling. The confederate was presented and treated by the experimenter as
another participant who was likewise about to participate in the experiment. The session began
with three introductory questions presented to the participant and the confederate by the
experimenter: 1. What is your mother tongue? 2. For anyone who did not answer Hebrew in
Question 1, which was always the case for the learner-confederate: When did you start to learn
Hebrew? For the rest: So Hebrew is your first language? 3. How would you rate your Hebrew
level, between 1-5? (1-no knowledge of the language, 5 – full knowledge of the language).
The answers given by the confederates were always the same. The learner confederate
answered: 1. “English”. 2. “Five months ago”, uttered with a grammatical mistake in Hebrew. 3.
“I know Hebrew about 2. I have a lot how to learn” (a literal translation of the original answer,
which contained several grammatical mistakes). The proficient-speaker confederate answered: 1.
“Hebrew” 2. “Yes”. 3. “5”.
Following these questions, the experiment was explained to both participants. They were
told that one of the participants was going to tell a story, according to a picture book, to the other.
It was presented as being arbitrarily determined that the (actual) participant would be the one
telling the story to the confederate. It was emphasized that the story-telling should be in Hebrew.
Finally, they were told the listener would be tested on the storyline afterwards. Then, the listener
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(the confederate) was asked to wait in the experiment room while the storyteller (the actual
participant) was instructed to go over the whole book by themselves. When finished, the
participant joined the listener in the experimental room - a private and quiet room. The two were
seated close to each other, in front of a table with the book. While the experimenter prepared the
camera for recording, the confederates (in both conditions) initiated casual small-talk asking the
other participants which department they are from. The purpose of this small-talk was to give
participants another chance to hear the confederates talk. Confederates said the same to all
participants, and the learner confederate again spoke with some grammatical mistakes. After this
short conversation, the experimenter interrupted to say the camera was ready. The interaction
was audio- and video-recorded using a Panasonic HC-V76 full HD camcorder. The camera was
aimed at the participant's hands and at the book (which was positioned in a fixed place). Once the
participant and the confederate confirmed they were ready, the experimenter started the camera
and left them alone. They were instructed to call the experimenter once the story was finished.
Once the story-telling was over, the participant was asked to fill in a short debrief questionnaire,
while the listener was instructed to wait in the experimental room before conducting a
comprehension test on the storyline. The questionnaire included questions targeting how
participants estimated the listener's Hebrew proficiency and the general aim of the study.
Transcription and coding of dependent variables
Same as Study 1. 14 first person pronouns, 146 genitive pronouns, 21 genitive NPs, and 36
plural references that referred to other characters (e.g., boy and owl) were excluded from analysis.
The remaining references were 1268 pronoun references and 908 names or full NPs. As in Study
1, each mention of the two characters was annotated with respect to the previous clause: whether
it was mentioned in the previous clause as a subject, not as a subject, or not mentioned at all.
Previous mention status was then established for each reference using the same two coding
schemes as in Study 1. Only three references were excluded from this analysis since it was not
possible to determine their previous mention status.
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Results
First, we examined participants’ responses to the debrief questionnaire, to see whether the
confederates’ proficiency was estimated correctly. Participants had to rate the listener's Hebrew
rate on a scale between 1 and 5. Participants who had a learner as a listener gave a mean rating of
2.56 (SD=0.65), while those who had a proficient speaker as a listener gave a mean rating of 4.93
(SD=0.26). A non-parametric Wilcoxon signed rank test confirmed this difference to be
significant, indicating the learner’s Hebrew level was indeed estimated as lower than that of the
proficient-speaker’s level (V=723, p<0.0001). In addition, none of our participants guessed the
confederates were not real participants.
Having established that participants estimated the proficiency levels of the confederates
as expected, we next turned to see whether the confederates’ proficiency level affected the types
of references participants used. If speech directed to non-proficient speakers is more redundant,
then participants should use fewer pronouns when they tell the story to the learner confederate.
Figure 2 shows the proportion of using a full NP (rather than a pronoun) as a function of condition
(confederate type) and of previous mention status following the three-level coding scheme. As is
Study 1, we used two mixed-effect logistic regression models to examine the effect the addressee’s
proficiency, as well as local discourse status (operationalized in two ways), on participants'
referential choice. The first model had reference type (full NP vs. pronoun) as a dependent
variable, and the following fixed effects: condition (learner vs. proficient addressee, sum coded),
previous mention status (given vs. new; sum coded), interaction of condition with previous
mention status, and character (boy,dog and boy&dog; sum coded). In addition, the model
included random intercepts for participants and by-participant random slopes for previous
mention status (see Table 4 for the full model).
We found a significant effect of condition on pronoun use: participants used more
pronouns in the proficient-speaker condition, indicating they used less redundant references
when their interlocutor was a proficient speaker (β=-0.243, SE=0.1, p=0.02). In addition, we
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found that references that were not mentioned in a previous clause were more likely to be longer
NPs or names (β=1.246, SE=0.075, p<0.001). We also found an effect of character type. First, as
in Study 1, they plural references (boy&dog references) were more likely to be pronouns (β=-1.84,
SE=0.1, p<0.001). Finally, we found that compared to the dog, the references used for the boy
were more likely to be longer NPs (β=0.3, SE=0.08, p<0.001).
As in Study 1, we used a second model to test the impact of our three-level coding scheme
for previous mentions. The model had reference type (full NP vs. pronoun) as a dependent
variable and the following fixed effects: condition, previous mention status according to the threelevel coding scheme (previously mentioned as subject, previously mentioned not as subject, and
not previously mentioned; sum coded), interaction of condition with previous mention status, and
character (boy, dog or boy&dog; sum coded). The model additionally included random intercepts
for participants (see Table 5 for the full model). In this model as well we found an effect of
condition on pronoun choice (β=-0.235, SE=0.1, p=0.04). Previous mention status, also using the
three-level coding scheme, had an effect on referential choice: references more likely to be
pronouns when they were previously mentioned as subjects (β=-1.025, SE=0.1, p<0.001) or not
as subjects (β=-0.565, SE=0.1, p<0.001). Finally, we found the same effect character type on
referential choice such that compared to the dog, references were less likely to be pronouns when
they referred to the boy (β=0.359, SE=0.08, p<0.001), and more likely to be pronouns when they
referred to the boy and dog together (β=-1.92, SE=0.1, p<0.001)4.
Discussion
As predicted, speakers used longer, more redundant, references (full NPs or names) when
talking to non-native speakers as opposed to native speakers. As in Study 1, this effect was found

4 As in Study 1, the effects reported in both coding schemes remain significant even when these
references are classified as given (or given in a specific slot, as in the second coding scheme).
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controlling for other factors impacting referential choice, using two different coding schemes for
previous mentions. Importantly, these findings provide support for a direct impact of listeners’
perceived language proficiency level on redundancy in speech. Taken together, speakers use more
redundant references when talking to learners – child and adult learners alike. This suggests that
the increased redundancy found in speech directed to child learners (Tal et al., 2021, Study 1)
could not (only) be explained by young children's general cognitive abilities, but rather from their
lower language proficiency.
General Discussion
According to the communicative efficiency hypothesis, speakers are predicted to increase
redundancy in cases of comprehension difficulty (Jaeger & Buz, 2017; Kurumada & Jaeger, 2015;
Pate & Goldwater, 2015; Zipf, 1949). Following this reasoning, speakers should provide more
linguistic material when talking to listeners that are more likely to misunderstand them. This is
the typical state of affairs when conversing with language learners. Indeed, speakers modify their
speech when talking to language learners (Loy & Smith, 2020; Rodriguez-Cuadrado et al., 2017;
Uther et al., 2007; Van Engen et al., 2010; Wooldridge, 2001). However, very few studies have
investigated whether speakers adapt the redundancy in their speech when talking to learners
compared to proficient speakers. Our study set out to ask whether speakers speak more
redundantly when conversing with language learners, and whether they do so similarly for both
adult and child learners. We used referential choice as a test case since previous work has shown
it to be sensitive to communicative efficiency: pronouns are preferred over longer referents (full
NPs and names) when the message is more predictable (Tily & Piantadosi, 2009), and in local
instances of comprehension difficulty (Bard & Aylett, 2004; Tily & Piantadosi, 2009). Expanding
on this, our study set out to ask whether speakers use more redundant references when talking to
less proficient language learners. To do so, we created a novel corpus designed for comparing
speech directed to proficient speakers, adult and child learners. The corpus contains
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transcriptions of story-telling events, in which speakers describe the same picture book to
different listeners.
In line with our predictions, we found that speakers tend to use more redundant references
(fewer pronouns and more full NPs and names) when talking to learners – child and adult learners
alike. Parents used more redundant references with younger children, suggesting they adapt the
redundancy in their speech to their child’s perceived proficiency. These results are compatible
with recent findings showing that parents tend to speak more redundantly overall to their children
when they are younger (Tal et al., 2021). Importantly, in both studies, age was used as a proxy for
proficiency. It could be the case that parents adapt the redundancy in their speech to more general
cognitive capacities that change with age, rather than language proficiency per se. In Study 2, we
provide a more direct test of the impact of the listener's language proficiency on redundancy by
looking at speech directed to adult learners. We found that speakers tend to use more redundant
references when talking to adult non-native speakers than when talking to native speakers. These
results suggest that speakers efficiently adapt the redundancy in their speech based on listeners’
perceived language proficiency. Importantly, in both studies we found these results on top of the
predicted impact of discourse patterns (Arnold, 2010; Gundel et al., 1993), even when using two
different coding schemes for previous mentions. This suggests that speakers’ tendency to use
more redundant references when talking to less proficient speakers is not a result of discourse
modifications that are known to affect pronominal use. Rather, it is an additional source of
influence on referential choice.
The current findings have consequences for the role of audience design in referential
choice. The extent to which speakers model the needs of their addressee when choosing referring
expressions is heavily debated in the literature (Arnold, 2008; Arnold & Zerkle, 2019; Bard &
Aylett, 2004; Fukumura & Van Gompel, 2012). Results from various studies suggest speakers’
referential choices are influenced by listener knowledge, in some, but not all, cases. For example,
Fukumura and Van Gompel (2012) found that speakers tend to produce pronouns when the
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referent was mentioned before, regardless of whether the addressee has heard the preceding
mention, suggesting that the choice of referring expression relies on the speaker’s own knowledge,
rather than the listener's knowledge. In contrast, Bard and Aylett (2004) and Fukumura (2015)
found that referential choice is impacted by listeners’ knowledge. Prima facie, our results lend
support to the idea that referential choice is impacted also by listeners’ knowledge, and not only
by speakers’ knowledge. Our results however seem compatible with a more nuanced suggestion,
that takes both listener and speaker limitations into account. Specifically, it has been argued that
speakers cannot always keep track of all sources of information available to the listener, and that
consequently, in some cases referential choice cannot be adapted to listeners’ changing knowledge
(Bard & Aylett, 2004). In these cases, only salient listener properties are predicted to influence
referential choice (Bard & Aylett, 2004). In line with this reasoning, estimating the listener’s
language proficiency seems to be such a salient property, one which is easily computed (typically
once), without having to dynamically update it throughout the conversation, and that can
subsequently impact referential choice, as we found. What specific properties of listeners lead
speakers to assume lower proficiency (and influence referential choice as a result) is an open
question that should be explored in future work.
The tendency to use more redundant references when addressing both child and adult
learners has implications for recent proposals on the differential role of child and adult learners
in processes of language change. A growing body of work suggests that the proportion of adult
second-language learners in a language community has an effect on structural changes in the
language. Specifically, languages spoken by a larger proportion of adult learners seem to become
more morphologically simplified over time (Bentz et al., 2015; Bentz & Winter, 2013; Dale &
Lupyan, 2012; Lupyan & Dale, 2010; Trudgill, 2009; Wray & Grace, 2007). This process is
suggested to be mediated by speakers’ linguistic adaptation to adult learners (Atkinson et al.,
2018; S. Frank & Smith, 2018; Loy & Smith, 2020). A recent hypothesis proposes that the opposite
is true for populations whose main language learners are children: child learners are predicted to
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benefit from redundancy while adult learners do not, leading to a decrease in redundancy for
languages with many adult learners and a preservation of redundancy for languages with more
child learners. This hypothesis is known as the Linguistic Niche Hypothesis (Dale & Lupyan, 2012;
Lupyan & Dale, 2010). While not explicitly stated, this hypothesis rests on the assumption that
speech directed to child learners should be more redundant, whereas speech directed to adult
learners should not. Prima facie, our results seem to be at odds with this assumption: we found
increased redundancy in speech directed to both types of learners. This suggests that speakers
adapt their speech to both types of learners in the same way, by increasing redundancy. However,
it is possible that the extent to which speakers adapt the redundancy in their speech is larger for
child learners, in line with the Linguistic Niche Hypothesis. In the current study we could not
compare the magnitude of the adaptation between both types of listeners, but this is an important
question to pursue in future work.
Note, however, that when examining the current results with respect to theories of
language change, there are important limitations to take into account. First, while the alternation
between a pronoun and a longer referent accords with the communicative efficiency (and
information-theoretic) notions of redundancy (Orita et al., 2015; Tily & Piantadosi, 2009), this is
not necessarily the type of redundancy examined in the Linguistic Niche Hypothesis5. Second, the
current study provides a small snapshot for increased redundancy in speech directed to learners,
that should be investigated for other types of redundancies as well. While speakers might use
more redundant references when talking to both child and adult learners, other properties of
speech might show a clear distinction between different types of learners. For example, phonetic
properties of speech like shorter articulation for second mentions, which are arguably more

The definition for redundancy in the paper (Text S9) is “the degree that grammatically encoded
information specifies something that can be readily extracted from context or pragmatics”. It is debatable
whether the alternation between pronouns and longer references fits this definition.
5
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automatic (Arnold, 2008; Bard & Aylett, 2004) might be influenced by conversing with child
learners (Tippenhauer et al., 2020) but not with adult learners (Rodriguez-Cuadrado et al., 2017).
Conclusion
According to the communicative efficiency hypothesis, speakers should increase
redundancy, i.e., produce more linguistic material, when comprehension difficulty increases.
Here we investigate the impact of listeners’ estimated proficiency on speakers’ productions, using
referential choice as a case study. Compared to proper names and full noun phrases, pronouns
can convey similar content with less linguistic material. Accordingly, speakers use more longer
referring expressions when the message is unpredictable (Tily & Piantadosi, 2009) and when
listeners lack relevant information (Bard & Aylett, 2004). This study set out to test whether
referential choice is also influenced by listeners’ estimated proficiency. To test this, we created a
novel corpus comparing participants’ descriptions of the same picture book to child learners,
adult learners and proficient speakers. We found that speakers used more redundant references
when their interlocutors were learners – child and adult learners alike. These findings support the
idea that referential choice is governed by efficient communication principles, show a direct
relation between listeners’ language proficiency and redundancy, and bear consequences for
theories of language change based on accommodation to non-native speakers.
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Table 1.
Example references with different types of previous mention statuses. In each example
the reference at question is underlined.
Pronoun

NP

Referent is mentioned in a

“pitom ha# yeled shome'a

“ve# ha# kelev nivhal, hen

previous clause as a subject

mashehu ve# hu omer la#

rodfot axrei ha# kelev”

kelev”
Suddenly the child hears

And the dog got scared,
they chase after the dog”

something, and he tells the
dog
Referent is mentioned in a

“ve# az hu nose oto a'l ha#

“ha# yanshuf hemshix

previous clause not as a

qarnayim shelo, ve# hu

lehafxid et# ha# yeled, ha#

subject

zoreq oto!”

yeled barax ve# tipes a'l#

And then he carries him on

even gdola”

his antlers, and he throws

The owl continued to

him away!

frighten the kid, the kid
escaped and climbed on a
big rock

Referent is not mentioned in

“ha# cfarde'a hitganva

“ha# kaveret nafla a'l ha#

a previous clause

haxuca me# ha# cincenet,

ricpa, bentayim ha# yeled

ve# az she# hem qamu ba#

mexapes ba# xor she# ba#

boqer”

e'c”
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The frog sneaked out of the

The beehive fell on the floor,

jar, and then they woke up

in the meantime the boy is

in the morning

searching in a hole in a tree
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Table 2.
Summary of the regression model of references used in the child-learner study, using the
two-level coding scheme for previous mentions
Estimate

Std. Error

z-value

p-value

Odds ratio

Intercept

-0.72

0.121

-5.96

< .001 ***

0.487

Age

-0.023

0.01

-2.352

0.019 *

0.977

Previos mention
status=new

0.831

0.087

9.563

< .001 ***

2.295

Character = boy

0.04

0.093

0.432

0.666

1.041

Character = boy&dog

-1.42

0.133

-10.66

< .001 ***

0.242

Age * Previous
mention status=new

-0.013

0.008

-1.708

0.088

0.987
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Table 3.
Summary of the regression model of references used in the child-learner study, using the
three-level coding scheme for previous mentions
Estimate

Std. Error

z-value

p-value

Odds ratio

Intercept

-0.913

0.131

-6.971

< .001 ***

0.401

Age

-0.023

0.011

-2.027

0.043 *

0.977

Previous mention
status=mentioned not
as subject

-0.083

0.138

-0.6

0.549

0.92

Previous mention
status= mentioned as
subject

-0.923

0.114

-8.105

< .001 ***

0.397

Character = boy

0.052

0.093

0.562

0.574

1.054

Character = boy&dog

-1.458

0.133

-10.967

< .001 ***

0.233

Age * Previous mention
status=mentioned not
as subject

-0.012

0.015

-0.801

0.423

0.988

Age * Pre mention
status= mentioned as
subject

0.026

0.011

2.339

0.019 *

1.027
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Table 4.
Summary of the regression model of references used in the adult-learner study, using the
two-level coding scheme for previous mentions
Estimate

Std. Error

z-value

p-value

Odds ratio

Intercept

-0.462

0.108

-4.261

< .001 ***

0.63

Condition = Proficient
speaker

-0.243

0.105

-2.314

0.021 *

0.784

Previous mention
status=new

1.246

0.075

16.667

< .001 ***

3.476

Character = boy

0.3

0.083

3.599

< .001 ***

1.35

Character = boy&dog

-1.84

0.103

-17.883

< .001 ***

0.159

Condition = Proficient
speaker * Previous
mention status=new

-0.041

0.071

-0.583

0.56

0.96
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Table 5.
Summary of the regression model of references used in the adult-learner study, using the
three-level coding scheme for previous mentions
Estimate

Std. Error

z-value

p-value

Odds ratio

Intercept

-0.872

0.115

-7.612

< .001 ***

0.418

Condition = Proficient
speaker

-0.235

0.112

-2.097

0.036 *

0.791

Previous mention
status=mentioned not as
subject

-0.565

0.13

-4.362

< .001 ***

0.568

Previous mention status=
mentioned as subject

-1.025

0.105

-9.802

< .001 ***

0.359

Character = dog

0.359

0.083

4.347

< .001 ***

1.432

Character = boy&dog

-1.921

0.102

-18.815

< .001 ***

0.146

Condition = Proficient
speaker * Previous
mention status=mentioned
not as subject

0.015

0.128

0.121

0.904

1.016

Condition = Proficient
speaker * Previous
mention status=
mentioned as subject

0.022

0.104

0.207

0.836

1.022
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Figure 1
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Figure 2
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Figure 1
Proportion of longer NPs (as opposed to pronouns) by age (in months) and previous mention
status (according to the three-level coding scheme). Each dot represents a speaker.

Figure 2
Proportion of longer NPs (as opposed to pronouns) by condition and previous mention status
(according to the three-level coding scheme). Each dot represents a speaker; error bars
indicate confidence intervals of 95%.

